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INTRODUCTION 

The Petroglyph Project originated from the Municipality of Kangirsujuaq (Figure 1) who had for a 
number of years expressed some concems about the preservation of the Qajartaiik site (JhEv-1). In 
recent years, increased visits at the site have had negative impacts on the petroglyphs. Thus, it was 
decided that a first expedition would he organized in 1996 to verify the state of preservation of the 
Qajartaljk site, as well as irnplementing a preliminary survey of the m a  to determine its 
archaeologicai potentiai for a long-term research project. The 1997 fieldwork followed the 
reconlmendations presented in 1996. Work continued at the petroglyph site. We conducted aiso a 
field school for Inuit students at the JhEv-3 site, as well as continuing the survey started dunng 
Phase 1. 

The following document summarizes this second field season. First, a bnef account of the work 
done at the JhEv-1 site is presented. It will be followed by a section discussing the preliminaq 
results of the field school. Lastly, a final chapter will present hriefly the results of the survey. 

The field work team was composed of Daniel Gendron, archaeologist at Avataq and Director of the 
project. He was assisted by Claude Pinard and Tommy Weetaiuktuk, both aiso from Avataq. 
Daniel Arsenault, Ph.D., postdoctoral researcher at Lavai University and Director of the 
PETRARQ project, and Louis Gagnon, Ph. D. candidate, Art Historian and Consemator and 
associate in the PETRARQ project, were in charge of the petroglyph aspect of the project. The 
crew was accompanied by 2 graduate students (Emma Farid and Clémence Comveau), and by 5 
Inuit students (Siasie Tuniq, Salamiva Nappaaluk, Uqittuq Tertiluk, Joanasi Pilurtuut, and Jackie 
Annahatak),. Finally, 2 hunters (Johnny Annahatak and Jugini irniq), and one cook (Marie 
Annahatak) completed the field crew. 

We would like to thank the following individuals and organisations for their help and support 
throughout the implementation of Phase II: MIS. Ulayu Phtuut Arngak, intenm Mayor, Mr. 
Charlie Arngak, for the loan of his fishing boat for crew transportation; Mr. Robert Fréchette, from 
the Corporation of Kangirsujuaq, for his technical help and interest in the project; the Kativik 
Regionai Development Council for accepting to finance two-thirds of the project; the local Hunters 
Support Office; Northem Stores and the Kangirsujuaq COOP; the Nursing Station for putting back 
together one crew member who had an unfortunate accident at the beginning of the season; the 
Kativik Schoolboard for the loan of a house; and, finaily, to ali the inhabitants of Kangirsujuaq. 
They showed us once again what a difference it can make when a whole comrnunity is supporting 
enthusiastically a project of this scope. Now we're going head on to next season. 



Figure 1. Location of Kangirsujuaq, Nunavik. 



The Qajartalik Site (JhEv-1)' 

Introduction 

The JhEv-1 site is located at the northeastern extremity of Qikertaaluk on a small peninsula named 
Qajartalik, which litterally means "the place where there is a qajaq". Qikertaaluk is situated in 
Whitley Bay, roughly 40 km southeast of Kangirsujuaq (Figure 2)' . Field work at this location 
started on July 29 and was completed on August 7, 1997. The main objectives were to pursue the 
identification of the engravings and continue the recording, as well as noting the deterioration 
between 1996 and 1997. We excavated also the rockshelter, and two lmZ test pits on the southem 
edge of block B in order to reîrieve possible diagnostic artefacts and datable material. Finally, we 
mapped the entire site using a theodolite. This exercise took five days to complete, mostly because 
weather conditions (i.e., wind and rain) weren't appropriate for this activity. 

Preliminary Results 

The main objective of this second visit was to continue g a t h e ~ g  as much information as possible 
on the state of preservation of the petroglyphs, and pursue the identification of the engravings. On 
our first day, we already noticed that some visitors had' come at some point and proceeded to 
extract some soapstone on top of block C. As far as we can tell, no engravings were affected by 
these extractions. However, the integrity of the block could be compromise if these activities were 
to be continued in the future. Once again we urged the Cornrnunity to keep an eye open on 
unwanted visitors. We noticed also that a large block (approximately 1 m x 2 m) had feu from the 
northwestern edge of block B. However, this portion of the block does not seem to bear any 
engravings. However, it indicates how fragile the soapstone blocks have become. 

Contrary to 1996, al1 ponds surrounding the outcrops and themselves were free of water when we 
arrived at the site. The 1997 Surnrner had been relatively dry up to that point, but a few days of 
rain was all it took to replenish all the ponds. So we can assume that water accumulation is a 
recurrent event at the location, and unfortunately there is nothing we can do about it since the 
bottom of the crevasse is mostly surface bedrock. 

Surficial deposit on the 2 main outcrops has not changed much from 1996, so we can assume that 
its accumulation is a long term process. Cleaning this sand accumulation was one of the objectives 
set for 1997. However, weather conditions and the time it took for recording the engravings and 
the site itself prevented us from undertaking this task to our satisfaction. An overall cleaning is 
planned for 1998. 

At the end of the 1996 season we had identified 115 engravings of which 75% were rather difficult 
to visualize if lighting was inappropriate. Upon our arrival at the site Daniel Arsenault and Louis 
Gagnon proceeded to relocate all of the 115 engravings noting the ones that have deteriorated 
further. During this exercise 35 new engravings were observed, bringing the total to 150. Some of 
the new engravings only appeared with the use of artificial light and a mirror. Daniel and Louis 
wanted to experiment this technique to verify its potential utility in identi@ing othenvise invisible 

' In the 1996 report this site was identified as JhEv-2 following P. Plumet's 1978 account of his research in the area. 
This last Borden code was erroneously given for the Petroglyph site, and it remained until somwne realised the 
mistake. As a consequence, most sites identified in 1996 have been renumbered. The new Borden codes are listed in 
Appendix III. 

See Avataq Cultural Institute, The 1996 Petroglyph Project: Phase 1. Interim Report (December 1996) for a 
description of the Qajartalik site. 



Figure 2. Location of Study Areas (1:250,000). 



engravings. It appears to be most efficient when the lichen growth is important, and when the 
grooves are shallow, and hardly distinguishable from the rugged surface of the rock. Their 
unexpected success might eventually result in the identification of many more engravings. Overall, 
only a slight percentage of the known engravings have deteriorated since 1996, but some of them 
are on the verge of disappearing for good, especially on the northeast segment of block B where 
the outer layer is literally dissolving. In a single year, lichens in target areas have not grown 
significantly. We were planning to start lichen removal from portions of block B last summer, but 
we decided to postpone it until a later time. 

Two 1 m2 test pits were excavated immediately to the south of block B to the West and east of the 2 
fallen soapstone blocks (Figure 3). The objectives were twofold: first we wanted to determine if 
any engravings were present on the hidden faces, which would have been originally the surface 
facing outward; and we were hoping to retrieve some artefacts or any datable material that would 
have given some indications of the period (or periods) of production. Unfortunately, both test pits 
were sterile. Moreover, we were unable to reach the bottom of the western block (the one that has 
engravings on its visible southem extremity), and we excavated the test pit as far as we could go 
11.20 m in deuthl We were able to reach the bottom in the second test uit. but we did not notice a < ~ - - ~ ~  a 

any cngravings on the small portion that \vas ~ineanhcd. Next summcr, we are planning to opcn an 
area to the south of ihese two hlocks at Ic3st to uncover thc cngravings that were observcd in 1996. 

The excavation of the rockshelter had similar objectives: uncover diagnostic artefacts and datable 
materid. We wanted also to link its use with the people who actually produced the engravings, but 
we weren't successful on any of these accounts. The excavation yielded only 2 seal bone 
fragments (1 spatula and 1 nb). The shelter itself is only a natural depression that was at one point 
covered by a f d e n  granite block; the only anthropic construction can be observed near the entrance 
where a series of flagstones were deposited to forma pavement (Figure 4). The several courses of 
flagstones that comprised the pavement were carefuily dismantled. The position of each rock was 
noted and photographed before being removed. After the excavation was completed, the pavement 
was reconstructed to its original settings. 

Other Petroglyph Sites 

At least 2 other petroglyph sites had been reported by Saladin d'Anglure in 1961 (1962), one of 
which he never saw (Le., Nuvukallak). We tried to locate both sites in 1996, but failed in both 
instances. We tried again last summer, and we successfully relocated the first one (JgEu-1). This 
sitc is located on the mainland at Upimgivik (Figure 5). The location itself is a huge Dorset-Thule- 
Historic Inuit boulder field site delimited by a steep cliff to the West. Several outcrops are visible, 
but the data at hand did not specify on which one the petroglyphs had been observed. Following 
the indication given by the only photograph from 1961 in our possession showing an overview of 
the location, we did find the small soapstone outcrop where the petroglyph had been engraved. 
However, it did take a while before we finally stumbled on it. 

The outcrop itself measures 2 x 3 metres. It is a horizontal intrusion in granitic rock. The soapstone 
is slightly pinkish, thus different from any other soapstone quarry in the region. No apparent 
extraction activities appear to have taken place. However, we collected a few of the scattered 
soapstone fragments for trace analysis. Natural erosion appear to be minimal, and the petroglyphs 
are not much different when compared to the early 1960s photographs. There is 11 engravings in 
di similar in form, shape, size, and style to the Qajartalik ones, with one exception: a spiral-lie 
shape with two dots in the centre. We were planning to go back to the location later in the summer 
to start recording the information, but weather conditions prevented it. - 

We also tried to locate the Nuvukallak site. Saladin d'Anglure was never able to visit this one 
mostly because he received contradictory information conceming its location. There is numerous 
soapstone quarries in the area, and we visited quite a few of them over the 2 surnmers. According 



Preliminaq Plan of the Qajartalik site (JhEv-1). 
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Figure 5. Upimgivik Site Locations. 
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to its informant, the quarry he was to look for had been heavily used, which is the case today for 
most of the known ones. Jugini Imiq brought us to one location where he had once sighted human 
faces. These engravings are located near a soapstone quany itself situated in close proxirnity to a 
Thule site (JhEw-1), and the old school building, but the engravings were made on granite, and 
they are entirely different from the Qajartalik and Upirngivik petroglyphs. The 3 faces appear to be 
recent, and would have been engraved after the discovery of Qajartalik. 

We then proceeded to another location that was pointed to us by Nalaak Nappaaluk (Figure 2). 
According to his description and comments, this could be the location we were looking for. He 
mentioned also that the soapstone at this quarry was of a very bad quality, and he donbted very 
much we would find anything since it had been heavily used for a number of years. We managed 
to find the quarry, and, like Nalaak said, it was beyond salvation. Every single outcrop at this 
location has been literally depleted. Numerous abandoned modem artefacts are scattered 
throughout; a message written in syllabics is clearly visible on one of the remaining outcrops. It 
simply states that the soapstone is of a very bad quality, and that nobody should bother removing 
any of it. Advice that was apparently not followed. A single engraving has been observed, and it is 
similar in style and shape to the Jugini's faces. Considering the state of this quarry, we will never 
know if this is the one we were actually looking for, although, according to Nalaak, it was. 

Conclusion 

The 1997 field research was mostly the continuation of Phase 1. The mapping of the engravings 
and the human and natural disturbances appearing on block B is almost complete. It should be 
finished next summer. The same exercise on block C and D should be completed also next summer 
since there is much less engravings on both. We have also decided to postpone cleaning outcrops 
B and C until later when more human resources will be available. If everything go as plan it should 
be started in 1998, as well as the recording of the Upimgivik site (JgEu-1). 

We were hoping that the excavation of the rockshelter and of the test pits would yield some 
complementary information. Unfortunately, it wasn't the case. Expanding the excavation areas 
does not appear as a solution right now, since most of the crevasse is on bedrock with a very 
shallow vegetation cover, with the exception of the area located irnmediately south of the 2 fallen 
blocks. In this case, however, the excavation would only help uncover some of the engravings 
already partly visible, and maybe uncover some new ones. Dating the petroglyphs remains one of 
our priority. In 1996, we tried to extract some organic material directly from the silica layer that 
accumulates through time on rocky surfaces, but after processing the samples no organic material 
was present. Last surnrner, we tried the indirect method by excavating the test pits and the 
rockshelter, but again without success. We are now considering 'cosmogeny' as a possible 
alternative, but there is some problems to work out first. We must make certain that this method 
would not damage the engravings since the sample would have to be taken from within a groove. 
Also, it is not certain yet that the grooves are deep enough to have affected the initial radion count 
since the surfaces were rnost certainly exposed to the sun for quite a while before the production of 
the petroglyphs. It might prove more useful on the 2 fallen blocks. It would date the moment when 
these fell, and when the engravings now visible on the surface that used to be attached to the larger 
outcrop were produced. It would not give the oldest date, and not necessaily the rnost recent one, 
but it would give us an indication of the tirne period. 

The fact that the site is still being visited for soapstone procurement (however minimal it may be), 
emphasizes the necessity to increase our efforts toward public awareness and educational activities. 
In this, we have the complete support of the Municipal Representatives, and of the local 
population. However, the site may be visited by people coming from other communities and by 
tourists, so this exercise should be expanded to the whole of Nunavik, including al1 Inuit and non- 
Inuit organisations. This brings up the problem of site monitoring, which was not implemented 
after the 1996 recommendations, mostly because there was no funds available. Site monitoring in 



itself would not prevent the continued deterioration of the site, but it would be a means to measure 
the progression of the deterioration, and help in reducing its impact. In addition, having the site 
monitored at regular intervals would be beneficial in preventing unauthorized access of the site or 
darnage caused by human intervention. Obviously, site monitoring won't solve ail the problems, 
but it will reduced their impacts on the integrity of the site. 



Archaeological Field School 

Previous Research 

The JhEv-3 site, located on Assuukaaq, was discovered by Patrick Plumet in 1978 when 
surveying Joy and Whiltey Bays by helicopter (Plumet, no publication; ISAAQ site database). He 
identified the site as Thule, but he did not do any testing at the time. The location was re-visited in 
1996 as part of our preliminary survey of the area. At that time it was identified as one of two 
potentiai sites for implementing a field school. This one was finaily selected because it appeared 
dryer than the other candidate. 

As defined by Plumet, the site encompassed 6 semi-subterranean dwellings to which we added in 
1996 a large tent ring at its western extremity. Moreover, we've decided that the occupation traces 
on the upper terrace, which contains at least 12 more tent rings, numerous secondary features, one 
secondary grave, and a large whale bone, would be included in the JhEv-3 site. 

Field School 

We set up our base camp right beside the JhEv-3 site to facilitate work and to limit travelling. This 
way only the team doing the survey work, and the one that would be transferred to Qikertaaiuk 
would have to move around. The remainder of the crew spent to whole summer at this location 
( e .  1 archaeologist, 2 graduate students, 4 Inuit students, 1 hunter, and the cook). The field 
school started on July 14, and lasted until the 21st of August. Excavation work concentrated on 
structures 1 and 2. The 2 graduate students were given responsibility to supervise 2 teams of 2 
Inuit students. Archaeologist Claude Pinard was there at ail time to direct the whole operation. 

The site plan was limited to the lower area of the site (i.e., the winter houses), excluding for the 
t h e  being ali traces of human occupation on the upper terrace. These, dong with the naturai 
features, were too numerous, and it was decided to postpone at a later t h e  their inclusion in the 
site plan. Because it would have been more complicated, we opted to excavate both dwellings 
using the quadrant approach instead of the standard meter square. Thus, 2 base lines were set up in 
each structure. This method is as accurate as the square metres, and it has the advantage of 
exposing large areas at once giving a better visibility of the structure. 

Preliminary Results3 

Structure 1 

Structure 1 is located at the northeastern extremity of a palaeo-beach near a steep escarpment, 
which aiso marks the eastern limit of the site. Prior to the excavation, the outline of the structure 
was clearly visible, but the interior was masked by ali the falien rocks, and its outer limits by a 
thick vegetation cover. 

The excavation of Structure 1 covered a total 48 m2 encompassing the whole structure, including 
the rnid-passage and the rim, and extending a few metres outward. After the excavation, the 
interior of Structure 1 measured 3,00 x 3,30 m. The back is occupied by a sandy sleeping platform 
delimited by a row of upward slabs. The floor of the structure was paved and might have 
comprised a cooking stool (or lamp support) in the eastern portion, and a food cache or another 
lamp support to the west. The latter has collapsed so it is difficult at this time to determine its exact 
function. The entrance passage measures 2,50 m in length with an average width of 0,80 m. The 
lintel and both pillars were still in their onginai location, although the lintel was on its side. A smail 

Results from Structure 2 willl he presented in a separate report entitled: 'Report of a Preliminary Archaeological 
Analysis of Structure 2, JhEv-3, Assuukaaq Island, NWT' hy Clémence Corriveau. 



paved alcove (0,50 x 0,70 m) was uncovered along the passage's eastern wall near the junction 
with the structure's interior. The entrance also exhibits the mandatory cold trap. The midden was 
located to the east right outside the entrance. This is where most of the fauna remains were 
collected. 

A total of 400 bones (fragmentary and complete) were recovered from Structure 1, and they appear 
to be mostly seal bones. In addition, 2 bone fragments have been worked (i.e., JhEv-3-1039 & 
JhEv-3-1046), but their function is undetermined. 

Lithic material was not found in abondance (n: 57; Table l) ,  and came pnmarily from the western 
and eastem n m  sections of the dwelling. Moreover, most artefacts appear to be of Dorset ongin 
indicating that the area was occupied at one point in time by a Dorset group, and was almost 
entirely disturbed by the later occupants. However, the eastem rim revealed several rocks that 
might be al1 that remains of the Dorset habitation. A buned humus layer was also observed in this 
same area under the constructed nm. 

Table 1. Lithic specimens recovered in Structure 1, JhEv-3 site. 



In addition, one nail (JhEv-3-1047) was collected in the midden (Le., southeast quadrant). 
Although quite msted, it is clear that this nail was forged, thus indicating the possibility of an early 
european contact (17th or early 18th century) with the local inhabitants, which would not be 
unlikely considering that the island is on the Hudson Strait. 

The excavation also yielded numerous charcoal samples (n: 13) one of which has been sent to 
Brock University for radiocarbon dating, dong with one from Stmcture 2. A total of 10 soi1 
samples were also collected. 

1997 Survey Results 

The 1997 survey resulted in the identification of 39 new archaeological sites, 23 of which were 
located on Assuukaaq and the immediate surroundings of Burgoyne Bay (Table 2 and Figure 6), 7 
at Qikertaaluk (Table 3 and Figure IO), and 9 at Upimgivik (Table 4 and Figure 5). We used the 
same principle as last year dunng the 1997 survey; new sites were located and photographed, but 
only a handful were tested. The objective being to cover as thoroughly as possible the entire coastal 
region in the area. Extensive testing was mostly limitecl to sites who rnight reveal information on 
Pre-Dorset and Dorset occupations, but 2 Thule/Histonc Inuit sites were also tested on Assuukaaq. 

Assuukaaq island, contrary to what its name implies4, appears to have been used repeatedly over 
time. The higher plateaus have been occupied by Pre-Dorset starting with the JhEv-44 site located 
at the northem extremity of the island (discussed in more details in the next section), and with the 
JhEv-37 site (formerly JhEv-36), which was identified in 1996 (Avataq Cultural Institute, 1996). 
The latter is much larger than what was established the previous year. It actually occupies the entire 
boulder field that lies at the centre of Assuukaaq, and measures approximately 350 m x 200 m. At 
least 17 structures were obsemed, and at least 6 others could tum out to be habitation remains. In 
addition, there is 4 cache pits, 3 caches, 3 kayak cache pits, and 1 fox trap. Numerous flakes and 
tool fragments, mostiy made out of local quartz, are visible at the surface. This site was not 
mapped, and no artefacts were collected. 

The Dorset occupation is represented by 4 sites, 3 of which were identified last summer (JhEv-45, 
46, and 48), and the fourth (JhEv-36, formerly 35) was observed in 19965. The JhEv-45 site is 
situated near the northem end of the island. The habitation features (n: 6) are scattered over a 
plateau at 25 m.a.s.1.; 2 of the habitation are on the bedrock, and the other 4 were built on a gravel 
deposit. These habitations are featureless, and no artefacts were obsemed. At this point, its cultural 
afîïliation is solely based on its altitude. The JhEv-36 site is located approximately 200 metres to 
the south on the sarne plateau (Avataq Cultural Institute, 1996). A third Dorset site (JhEv-46) is 
also located in this sector. It lies on a sand and gravel deposit interspersed between outcrops. The 
plateau itself slopes gently toward the West. A total of 6 habitation structures were identified, 3 of 
which have a clearly visible rnid-passage (Structures 1, 5, and 6; Figures 8 & 9). Four of the 6 
structures were positively tested yielding mostiy quartz flakes, and several tools or tool fragments. 
Two charcoal samples were retrieved from Structures 1 and 5, but they were insufficient for 
conventional radiocarbon dating. A fourth Dorset site (JhEv-48) was identified on the western side 
of Assuukaaq at the 10 m.a.s.1. mark. This site is composed of 2 sectors: the first is represented by 
a single featureless tent ring, part of which is going downslope because of the erosion. Q u m  
flakes are scattered throughout the beach. The other sector, a chipping station, is situated 
approximately 100 metres to the south in-between outcrops and erratics. At least 3 lithic 
concentrations were obsemed composed mostly of quartz and black quartzite flakes. Several tool 

- 

Assuukaaq literally means 'a place where there is no resources'. 
T h e  exact location of the JhEv-36 site was corrected this past summer 



Figure 6. Assuukaaq and Burgoyne Bay, Site Locations. 



Boulder field 

Figure 7. The JhEv-46 site. 
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fragments were aiso identified. However, we did not surface-collect the area. Severai other 
habitation structures are suggested in-between the 2 sectors, but they would be hard to 
characterized. In addition to these Dorset sites, we have to include the Dorset component identified 
in Structure 1 at JhEv-3, as well as other possible Dorset components on the upper terrace of that 
site. 

The Thule-Histonc Inuit presence is represented by 4 sites: JhEv-38 identified in 1996 (Avataq 
Cultural Institute, 1996), and JhEv-47,49, and 50. The JhEv-47 site is located at the northwestern 
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extremity of the island. A total of 6 tent rings with sleeping platform were identified. Test-pits were 
excavated in one of the structures, but yielded only bone fragments and a cartridge. The second site 
(JhEv-49) is situated at the southwestern lirnit of the island on a point of land that becomes 
inaccessible at high tide, but serves as a bridge to the mainland at low tide. Several structures with 
clearly defined sleeping platform can be observed, as well as some caches. A soapstone pot 
preform was also identified, but it was left in place. The las1 site (JhEv-50) is comprised of a 
diamond-shape tent ring, and a second possible tent ring re-used as a cache located at the base of 
an escarpment. The surface here is irregular and littered with large boulders. The sector is also 
surrounded by a wet zone. We also did some testing at the northeastern limit of the JhEv-38 site 
(Figure 9) where 2 tent rings, 3 caches, and one kayak stand were visible. The test pits yielded 
only bone fragments. Finally, a last location was visited on the eastem coast of the island. The 
place was named 'Pilurtuut's camp' because of the family that camped there in the early 1960s. A 
few scattered remains are still visible, but there is no traces of habitation structure. The Pilurtunt 
family were forced by bad weather to camp there for a while, and they almost starved to death. 
Considering that al1 usable location were intensively used at one time or another in the past, it has 
been suggested that the name of the island (Le., Assuukaaq) is fairly recent, and might be related to 
the Pilurtuut's family misadventure at the place. 

The survey of the large peninsula south of Assuukaaq pexmitted the identification of 16 new 
archaeological sites (Table 2, Figure 6). AU but 3 are located on the eastem coast. The western 
coast is much to steep to have allowed settlement, and it appears that the interior was not used 
either. A single Pre-Dorset site (JhEv-58) was identified on the eastem coast. It is composed of 3 
tent rings located in a boulder field. No testing was done. One Dorset site (JhEv-65) comprised of 
a single tent ring was located on a small point toward the southeastem extremity of the peninsula. 
Scattered artefacts were observed on the surface. A possible Palaeoeskimo component has been 
tentatively identified on the JhEv-64 site, but these remains are not quite representative. 

Al1 other sites located on this peninsula are Neoeskimo in origin, with one exception. The JhEv-56 
boulder field site is situated in a narrow valley bordered to the north and south by steep 
escarpments. The site is composed of 2 caches and 2 cache pits scattered over more than 100 
metres. No affiliation have been determined for this site. Three of the sites have clearly a modern 
Inuit component (JhEv-55, 60, and 66), while most of the other Thule-Historic Inuit sites have not 
yielded sufficient information to attribute them to a particular moment in time. One habitation 
structure identified on the JhEv-52 site is worth noting. It is a large rectangular heavy tent ring (8,5 
x 5,O m) with an internal partition. A cache is also visible in its southeast corner. The latter might 
be a later addition to the structure. No artefacts were found to help identi@ing more precisely the 
moment of occupation. 

During our stay at Qikertaaluk, we took some t h e  to complete the survey of the southeastern 
portion of the island that was not done in 1996. This exercise permitteci the identification of 6 new 
sites (Table 3; Figure 10). A seventh site (JhEv-39) was located near JhEv-12 (Avataq Cultural 
Institute, 1996). Like the latter, JhEv-39's main feature is a rock alignment (Figures 11 & 12), but 



Figure 9. The JhEv-38 site. 



Figure 10. Qikertaaluk, Site locations (underline # are from 1996). 



Figure 11.  The JhEv-39 site. 
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contrary to the one at JhEv-12, this one is more or less a straigth line 19 metres in length with 2 
alcove-like arrangement at each extremity. A mid-passage structure was obsewed a few metres to 
the southwest, and other habitation structures are suggested toward the north. Quartz flakes and 
Dorset tools and tool fragments are scattered throughout the site. 

Of the 6 sites identified in the southwestem portion of the island, one is Pre-Dorset (JhEv-42) and 
is composed of 5 habitation structures with possible mid-passage. Another one (JhEu-5) is of 
undetermined Paiaeoeskimo origin, and one is of undetermined origin (JhEv-40). The main feature 
at this site is another aiignment. This one is at least 100 metres in length and is composed of 2 
rows of rocks forming a corridor of approximately 1 metre in width. Three modem tent rings have 
been obsemed nearby, but they don't appear to have any relations with the alignment, since some 
of the rocks at its northem extremity seem to have been re-used in the construction of the tent 
rings. 

1 rock alignment, 1 
tent ring with mid- 

i passage, several 

Table 3. Siterfound on Qikertaaluk island (25 El5 E-E & 25 El6 O-W) 

The last 3 sites are Neoeskimo in origin. The JhEu-4 site is a large camping and storage location. It 
is comprised of 17 tent rings, 23 caches, and 3 stone features of undetemiined function. Some of 
the structures appear to be older (i.e., pre-contact), while others are clearly more recent (i.e., post- 
contact). The JhEv-41 site is composed of 3 heavy tent rings, 10 graves, one of which was huilt 
inside one of the heavy tent ring. It is aiso the only one that was not disturbed. Several tent rings 
were also observed on the point, but they are hard to identify because of the rich vegetation cover. 
An adjoining boulder field was used as a storage location (i.e., caches). The last site (JhEv-43) has 
been attributed to the Thule penod on the basis of a harpoon foreshaft found near one of the 
structures. The foreshaft, which was partly buried, was left in place. The visible portion was 
covered with moss to protect it. A total of 7 tent rings composed this site, one of the tent ring is 
labeled 'do11 house' because of its dimensions (1,O x 1,O m), and its similarities with other 
stmctures identified in the past in the Quaqtaq area, and on the eastem Ungava Bay coast. 



The Upimgivik Point was the last segment of land that we surveyed in 1997 (Table 4; Figure 5) .  
Our main objective was to re-locate the petroglyph site that Saladin d'Anglure visited briefly in 
1961 (Saladin d'Anglure, 1962). We were finaily able to locate the small outcrop on which the 
petroglyphs had been engraved. At the same time, we observed that this site (JgEu-1) is achially 
enormous, and might be close to 1,000 metres in length. Habitation stmctures and secondary 
features are visible throughout the area. Some are clearly Dorset in origin, while others are 
Neoeskimo (Thule and Historie huit). We did not bother counting the structures and features, 
since we're likely to go back to this location in the near future. 

We concentrated the survey of the surroundings of Upimgivik toward the west, since the 
immediate eastem coastal areas are characterized by steep cliffs unsuited for human occupations. 
Eight new sites were discovered, one of which (JhEu-12) was observed in 1996, but not reported 
at that time because we taught it was a site encountered by P. Plumet in 1978, and it turned out it 
was not ... This site is located at the northwestem extremity of Upimgivik Point on a series of 
sand deposit. It includes at least 15 habitation structures of Neoeskimo origin, and one disturbed 
grave. 

Three of the sites are Palaeoeskimo in origin (JhEu-6, 9 and 11). The JhEu-6 site is located in a 
terraced boulder field. Three tent rings were observed, as well as several cache pits. JhEu-9 and 11 
are located West of the former on a stretch of land that separates an unnamed lake to the east from 
Burgoyne Bay to the west. The JhEu-9 site is composed of at least 3 tent rings, and several others 
are suggested but their contour are difficult to discem. Two tent rings were observed on JhEu- 11. 
For both sites, no artefacts were visible on the surface. A third site is located between the 2 
previous ones (JhEu-10). Itr is composed of 2 tent rings and 2 hunting blinds. Several artefacts of 
Dorset ongin were observed on the surface, but none were collected. 

The last 3 sites (JhEu-3,7, and 8) are al1 Historic huit. The first (JhEu-3) is composed of a single 
tent ring located approximately 800 metres to the West of the Upimgivik petroglyphs. This site 



appears to be fairly recent. The other 2 sites are located within a 100 metres of each other. The first 
occupies a boulder field and contains 5 heavy tent rings with partitions, 1 cache, and a 'doli 
house'. The other (Wu-8) lies on the upper terrace. The 5 tent rings and the 4 cache pits occupies 
a Sand and grave1 deposit mixed with small boulders. 

Extensive Sampling and Excavations a t  JhEv-33 and 44 

Two sites were selected for extensive sampling and excavations. Both are representative of Pre- 
Dorset occupation, and were chosen to shed some light on the early Palaeoeskimo settlement 
problem in the area. There has been over the years a number of Pre-Dorset sites excavated in Diana 
Bay (Pinard, 1980; Desrosiers, 1986; Avataq Cultural Institute, n.d.), and on the Hudson Strait 
(Nagy, 1997). The data collected seem to indicate a dual occupation by 2 different populations, 
similar to the Port Refuge situation (McGhee, 1979). The first group would be the 'classic' Pre- 
Dorset whose presence is well documented in southern Baffin (Maxwell, 1985), the Salluit- 
Iwjivik area (Nagy, 1997), and along the eastem Hudson Bay Coast (Avataq Cultural Institute, ). 
The second group has shown more sirnilarities with what is known as Independence 1 or 
Independence I-like as represented by the Labrador Early Palaeoeskimo sites (Fitzhugh and Tuck, 
1986). It has been suggested in the past that the Kangirsujuaq-Quaqtaq region would have been a 
buffer zone between the 2 groups. However, quite a few difficulties remain before we can start 
exploring in detail this hypothesis, like the lack of excavated sites, representative collections, and, 
mostly, reliable dates. One of the long-term objective of the larger Petroglyph Project, is to try to 
elucidate this problem, and present a better picture of how Pre-Dorset populations evolved. Were 
these 2 groups contemporaneous ?If not, which one was the original settler ? 1s there a continuify 
between Early and Late Palaeoeskimo periods ?The 2 sites that were selected are amongst the best 
candidate we've identified so far in the region, and the preliminary results are indeed prornising. 

The JhEv-33 site was discovered in 1996 (Avataq Cultural Institute, 1996). It occupies a s m d  
boulder field in the western portion of Qajartalik. The site is composed of 3 habitation structures, 2 
cache pits, and one cache (Figure 13). The occupation traces are between 32 and 35 m.a.s.1. 
Structure 1 attracted our attention nght from the start. It is a bilobate structure with a clearly define 
mid-passage (Figure 14), not unlike the ones associated frequently with Independence 1 sites. The 
other 2 structures are uncharactenstic and featureless. 

Because of the special nature of boulder field, excavation procedures are slightly different. First, 
the visible surface is assumed to be the living floor, so all drawings and photographs are taken 
prior to the excavation work. The structure is then divided in 4 quadrants, and excavation can 
begin. Simply put, you have to remove the rocks one by one and keep an eye open to make sure 
artefacts won't continue their downward trip6 . Since in this specific case there is no stratigraphic 
sequence (the whole layer is composed of boulders intermixed with sandy inclusion), we only 
record the relative horizontal position of the object. The excavation is stopped when you know 
everything will collapse as soon as you remove that extra rock or when you hit bedrock. 

Because the deposit is not compact, artefacts will filter down between the openings. Depending on the depth of the 
boulder field, and the tightness of the boulders' natural arrangement, artefacts will filter down ta unknown deptb. SO, 
unless you hit bedmk, you are never sure you reached the end of the vertical artefact distribution. In general, the 
larger the abject, the closer ta the surface it will have stopped. The smaller ... you might not be able ta get ta them. 
Boulder fields of this nature are also well known for their lack of organic preservation, but in the event of presence of 
bedrock or of a large boulder you might get lucky and be able ta collect organic samples. Or else, you might just be 
lucky as it happened last summer. 



Figure 13. The JhEv-33 site. 
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We initiated sampling in the northeast and southwest quadrants of Structure l7 . A total of 197 
lithic specimens were retrieved from both quadrants, the majonty of which are miiky quartz flakes 
(Table 5). Only 11 tools or tool fragments were coilected, but the point fragments are interesting. 
They are similar in style and overall fabrication technique with end blades associated with 
Independence sites. No organic materiai was identified as such, but the sandy deposit near the mid- 
passage section of the NE quadrant contained a high level of carbonized sand, and traces of 
carbonized grease. Samples of both were collected for future reference. 

Table 5. Lithic specimens, Structures 1 & 2, JhEv-33 site. 
* From Structure 2; " 4 chert from S. 2; m 2 milky quartz from S. 2; A 2 metabasalt from S.2 

Almost as an afterthought, we decided to open one test pit in Structure 2 on the day prior to Our 
departure from Qajartaiik. This whole section of the site is slightly different from the area 
surrounding Structure 1 where some vegetation has been able to grow because of the presence of a 
sandy deposit that has filled the space between the rocks. Structures 2 and 3 are situated in a 
vegetation-less boulder field. 

The test pit extended 1 metre toward the south and West from the northeastern edge of the 
structure. As was the case with Structure 1, the excavation was stopped at 30 cm to prevent the 
narrowing walls from collapsing. This initial take on Structure 2 was not that productive; it yielded 
only 14 objects (Table 5), including one biface fragment. But we were able to coilect charcoal bits 
in sufficient quantity for dating. The sample was sent to Brock University, and we are still waiting 
for the results. Previous attempts at dating samples from this type of context have had poor results, 
since the charcoal is constantly exposed to outside perturbation, but once in a while the date will be 
reliable. We just hope it wiii be the case this time. 

The JhEv-44 site is located at the northern extremity of Assuukaaq Island (Figure 6). It is 
composed of at least 11 tent rings, 7 of which have a clearly define mid-passage. The occupation 
traces are situated between 40 and 47 m.a.s.1. The lower beaches are a mix of sand-grave1 deposit 
and boulders; the higher beaches are the boulder field type with sand and grave1 inclusion. A total 
of 3 structures were completely or partidy excavated. Structure 2 from the lowest beach was 
excavated partially (SE an NW quadrants and one me& in each of the SW and NE quadrants); 
Structure 5 was excavated completely, and a test pit (0,50 x 1 m) was dug in Structure 7. 

' Excavation was stopped at 25-30 cm to prevent the collapse of the walls. We will expand outward next summer to 
complete them, as well as excavate the remaining 2 quadrants. 



Structure 2 is located at the northem extremity of the site. It is partly protected by a bedrock 
outcrop. Prior to excavation, there appeared to be no pattern discemible. In this area sand is 
predominant and might explain this apparent rock displacement. The scarceness of the vegetation 
cover is also partly responsible for this loose deposit, and wind erosion has exposed a good 
quantity of lithic objects. After the excavation, the rock distribution started to make more sense 
(Figure 15). The limits of the structure are clearly visible, as well as part of a displaced mid- 
passage that was originally oriented NW-SE. This observation is supported by the artefact 
distribution, which was concentrated near the southeastem portion of the mid-passage. This same 
area also yielded large charcoal samples, and some bumt moss. One of the sample was sent for 
dating. > 

The stratigraphic profile is rather simple (Figure 16). The vegetation cover is ahnost absent and 
consist, when present, of small moss cluster. The main layer is composed of sand with a humic 
content. This layer between 10 and 15 cm in depth contained most of the artefacts, and ahnost aii 
the rocks were resting in it. It is followed by a coarser sand layer, and a sandy clay layer, which 
lies on the bedrock. 

Structure 5 is located in the centre of the site on one of the higher tenaces. The 2 lobes and the 
mid-passage were clearly visible prior to excavation. The eastern interior of the structure was 
covered with a moderate vegetation cover, and this cover is almost absent from the westem portion 
and its surroundings, where the boulder field is predominant. We suspected right from the 
beginning that Structure 5 had been partly dug. During the excavation we noticed that the eastem 
portion and the mid-passage itself were lying in a sandy matrix, whereas the westem lobe was 
essentially composed of the undisturbed boulders. Artefacts were almost exclusively collected from? 
the eastem portion indicating that this part was the domestic activity area, and the westem part the 
sleeping area. The mid-passage itself yielded few artefacts, and the hearth area contained only - 
traces of organic material, including some charcoal, but in very little quantity. Some fue-cracked 
rocks have been also observed. Surprisingly, several bone stains were identified near the southern 
limit of the rnid-passage. We seldom find any bone remains in a dry pedological context, so this 
came as a surprise. One of the stain is clearly identifiable to a caribou long bone. Strangely _, 
enough, the entrance to the structure was facing southward opposite to the beach ridge (Figure 17). J 
This unusual setting might be explain by an attempt to avoid the predominant wind from entering 
through the opening. It would be interesting to excavate other structures in this part of the site to 
verify this hypothesis. 

The north-south stratigraphic profile is crossing the mid-passage as seen from the eastem lobe 
(Figure 18). The interior of the mid-passage is predominated by sand layers underlying a moderate 
vegetation cover. The first layer of sand appears to be eolian in origin and is generally shallow. It 
contained almost no artefacts. The following sand layer is coarser, and resembles beach sand. The 
first centimetres were generally sterile. The bulk of artefacts were collected near the bottom of this 
layer, and at the surface of the sand-gravel-rocks mix, which would have been the occupation 
level. The beach sand would indicate a rise in sea level after the occupation. This hypothesis is 
supported by the presence of this same sand as an inclusion in the unmodified portion of the 
structure (i.e., the western lobe and the immediate exterior of the structure). The east-west profile 
is a clear representation of the modified segment versus the unmodified portions of the secture 
(Figure 17). 

We decided to open a test pit in Structure 7 after we failed to collect a datable sample from 
Structure 5. Structure 7 is in a similar context: a moderate vegetation cover, and shares the same 
orientation (north-south). However, its surface was literally covered. with d k y  quartz flakes, 
which were collected prior to the opening of the test pit. The test pit was set in the southeastern 
portion of the dwelling, including a portion of the mid-passage and of the eastem lobe. The artefact 
distribution in the test pit was moderate, replicating somewhat the distribution obsemed in the mid- 
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passage of Structure 5, but it did give us what we were looking for: a charcoal sample, which was 
sent for dating. 

The stratigraphy in Structure 7 is very similar to the one observed in Structure 5. A vegetation 
cover dominated by moss, followed by a fine sand layer, itself overlying a coarser sand layer. As 
was the case for Structure 5, the artefacts and the sample came from near the bottom of this second 
sand layer. 

Table 6 summuizes the lithic collection that was retrieved from the JhEv-44 site, including the 
items that were surface-collected. It is largely dominated by the local milky quartz (91%), followed 
by Diana quartzite (7%), and chert (2%). The other raw materials (i.e., crystai quartz, other 
quartzite, and slate) are negligible. Tools are almost exclusively made out of nxky quartz. 
Interestingly, mdky quartz is the primary raw materiai in the 3 structures, but Diana quartzite and 
chert were collected aimost entirely in Structures 2 and 7. As mentioned earlier, diagnostic tools are 
reminiscent of Independence 1 collections. 

Table 6. Lithic specimens, JhEv-44 site. 



Conclusion 

Most of the objectives set for Phase II of the Petroglyph Project were attained due in large part to 
the magnificent weather conditions for the first 2 weeks and the last 2 weeks. The work at 
Qajartalik itself was complicated by almost constant rain and heavy wind, and we were obliged to 
drop portions of the work we'd set out to do. At the petroglyph site itself, we postponed the 
cleaning of outcrop B and C until next year. We had to drop also the sampling of JhEv-12 where 
we had found the 60 metre long rock alignrnent (Avataq Cultural Institute, 1996). Hopefully, we 
will be able to undertake this task next summer. 

Next summer's work will be concentrated on the petroglyph site (i.e., complete the mapping of the 
engravings on blocks B, C and D; initiate the removal of sand deposits and of scattered soapstone 
fragments that have been accumulating for a number of years in the section that were exploited; 
open at least one test pit to the south of the fallen blocks). We will also attempt to extract some 
datable material from the blocks themselves. 

We are also planning to complete the excavation at JhEv-33, and do some extensive samplings on 
the Dorset sites (JhEv-12,39). At least 2 weeks will be spent surveying the northern sector of Joy 
Bay, and, weather permitting, we will try to extend the survey in the direction of Douglas 
Harbour. This portion of the Coast has never been explored before. 
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il Photo. 1. General view of the JhEv-3 site, toward the west. 

O Photo. 2. Excavation of Stiucture 1, JhEv-3 site, towxd the northeast 



L J  
Photo. 3. Excavation of Structure 1, southwest quadrant, JhEv-33, toward the southwest. 

O Photo. 4. Stiucture 1, northeast quadrant after excavation, toward the east 





Photo. 6. Structure 2 after excavation, JhEv-44 site, toward the east 

Photo. 7. Structure 5 after excavation, JhEv-44 site, toward the north. 



Photo. 8. Structure 5, JhEv-46 site, toward the south 

Photo. 9. Excavated test pit, Stmcture 1, JhEv-46 site, toward the southeast. 



Photo. 10. Structure 1, JhEv-38 site, toward the northwest. 

Photo. I I .  Str~icture 3, JhEv-49 site, toward the south. 
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JhEv-3, Structure 2, Northern quadrants 

JhEv-3, Structure 2, Southem quadrants 
JhEv-3, Structure 2, General view 
JhEv-3, Structure 2, Generai view 

JhEv-3, Structure 1 (Scale on the entrance) 
Camp at Assuuka 
Camp at Assuuka 

JhEv-3, Structure 1, Miniature pot, SE quadrant, in situ 
JhEv-3, Structure 1, Miniature pot, SE quadrant, reversed 

JhEv-3, Structure 1, Al1 visible rocks in place 
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JhEv-3, Structure 1, Al1 visible rocks in place 
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JhEv-3, Structure 1, Al1 visible rocks in place 

JhEv-3, Structure 1, entrance passage prior to rock removai 
JhEv-3, Structure 1, entrance passage prior to rock removai 

JhEv-3, Structure 1, Interior prior to rock removal 
JhEv-3, Structure 1, Interior prior to rock removal 
JhEv-3, Structure 1, Interior prior to rock removal 

Orient. 
S W 
NW 
NW 
SW 
NE 
SE 

SW 
NE 
N 
S 

NNE 
W 
E 

NE 
W 

SSE 
SW 

Date 
15/07/97 
16/07/97 
16/07/97 
16/07/97 
16/07/97 
16/07/97 
16/07/97 
16/07/97 
16/07/97 
16/07/97 
16/07/97 



Roil 
C9701-3 
C9701-3 
C9701-3 

Nega. # 
20 
2 1 

22 to 37 

Subject 
JhEv-3, Possible stone lamp 

River flowing to Burgoyne bay 
JhEv-3, Students excavating 

JhEv-1, (Plan shot), pond 4, block D, bedrock 
JhEv-1, (Plan shot), pond 4, block D, bedrock 

JhEv-1, (Plan shot), pond 4, north bedrock, rubble 
JhEv-1, (Plan shot), upper ledge (west) 

JhEv-1, (Plan shot), north bedrock (block D) 
JhEv-1, (Plan shot), upper ledge (NW curve) 

JhEv-1, (Plan shot), north and south bedrock (west of block D) 
JhEv-1, (Plan shot), block D 

JhEv-1, (Plan shot), block D, north bedrock, pond 4 
JhEv-1, (Plan shot), block D 
JhEv-1, (Plan shot), pond 4 

JhEv-1, (Plan shot), rubble, bedrock, pond 3 
JhEv-1, (Plan shot), bedrock north of block D 

JhEv-1, (Plan shot), pond 3, south bedrock 
JhEv-1, (Plan shot), pond 3, theodolite block 
JhEv-1, (Plan shot), theodolite block, block C 
JhEv-1, (Plan shot), theodolite block, block C 

JhEv-1, (Plan shot), block C, detached part 
JhEv-1, (Plan shot), theodolite block, pond 3 
JhEv-1, (Plan shot), block C middle, rubble 

JhEv-1, (Plan shot), block C, theodolite block, rubble 
JhEv-1, (Plan shot), small soapstone block 

JhEv-1, (Plan shot), block B, south bedrock, small soapstone block 
JhEv-1, (Plan shot), block C southern edge 

JhEv-1, (Plan shot), block C, pond 2, bedrock 
JhEv-1, (Plan shot), block C, fallen blocks 

JhEv-1, (Plan shot), block C 

Orient. 
- 

Date 
13/08/97 
14/08/97 
15/08/97 

WSW 
S 
W 

NW 
S 

SSE 
SE 

SSW 
ESE 
NNE 
SE 

ESE 
NW 
SE 
NE 
E 
SE 
E 

NNW 
NNE 
NW 
NW 
SE 
E 
N 

NE 
N 



Roll 
C9701A-1 
C9701A-1 
C9701A-1 
C9701A-1 
C9701A-1 
C9701A-1 
C9701A-1 
C9701A-1 
C9701A-1 
C9701A-1 

Nega. # 
27 

Subject 
JhEv-1, (Plan shot), pond 1 eastem extremity 

JhEv-1, (Plan shot), pond 1 (NW) 
JhEv-1, (Plan shot), pond 1, bottom ledge, mbble 

JhEv-1, (Plan shot), rock shelter, bedrock and mbble 
JhEv-1, (Plan shot), block C 

JhEv-1, (Plan shot), small soapstone block 
JhEv-1, (Plan shot), soapstone outcrop east of block C 

JhEv-1, (Plan shot), block C, meteorite, etc 
JhEv-1, (Plan shot), detached block, meteorite 

JhEv-1, (Plan shot), soapstone outcrop east of block C 

JhEv-33, Structure 1, NE quadrant, bone stain 
JhEv-33, Stmcture 1, NE quadrant, bone stain 
JhEv-33, Stmcture 1, NE quadrant, bone stain 

JhEv-33, Structure 1, NE quadrant, underlying rock with charcoai 
JhEv-33, Stmcture 1, NE quadrant, underlying rock with charcoal 

JhEv-33, Stmcture 1, NE quadrant after excavation 
JhEv-33, Structure 1, Tommy and Karen in SW quadrant 

JhEv-33, Structure 1, NE quadrant after excavation 
JhEv-33, Structure 1, NE quadrant after excavation 

Qajartaiik Camp 
Overview of JhEv-39, JhEv-8 and JhEv-13 

JhEv-33, Stmcture 1, SW quadrant after excavation (minus mid-passage) 
JhEv-33, Structure 2, NE quadrant excavated 
JhEv-33, Stmcture 2, NE quadrant excavated 
JhEv-33, Stmcture 2, NE quadrant excavated 
JhEv-33, Stmcture 2, NE quadrant excavated 
JhEv-33, Structure 2, NE quadrant excavated 
JhEv-33, Stmcture 2, NE quadrant excavated 

JhEv-33, Stmcture 1, mid-passage, SW quadrant 
JhEv-44, Stmcture 5, SE quadrant 

Orient. 
SE 
N 
E 

ESE 
W 
W 
S W 

NNW 
E 
SE 

Date 1 
06/08/97 i 
06/08/97 l 
06/08/97 1 
06/08/97 
06108197 1 
06/08/97 1 
06/08/97 1 
06/08/97 1 
06/08/97 j 
06/08/97 

SE 
SE 

ESE 
S 
W 
S 

S W 
E 
N 



Roll 
C9701A-2 
C9701A-2 
C9701A-2 
C9701A-2 
C9701A-2 
C9701A-2 
C9701A-2 
C9701A-2 
C9701A-2 
C9701A-2 
C9701A-2 
C9701A-2 

Nega. # 
2 1 

Subject 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, SE quadrant 

JhEv-44, Structure 5, West profile, hearth area 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, SE quadrant West, inside mid-passage 

JhEv-44, Structure 5, SE quadrant after excavation 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, SE quadrant after excavation 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, SE quadrant after excavation 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, SE quadrant after excavation 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, SE quadrant after excavation 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, SE quadrant after excavation 

JhEv-44, Structure 5, north profile (inside mid-passage) 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, north profile (outside mid-passage) 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, north profile (outside mid-passage) 

JhEv-44, Stmcture 5, north profile (outside mid-passage) 
JhEv-44, Structure 2, SE quadrant after excavation 
JhEv-44, Structure 2, SE quadrant after excavation 
JhEv-44, Structure 2, SE quadrant after excavation 
JhEv-44, Structure 2, SE quadrant after excavation 
JhEv-44, Structure 2, NW quadrant after excavation 
JhEv-44, Structure 2, NW quadrant after excavation 

Ruined 
JhEv-44, Stmcture 5, NE quadrant profile 

JhEv-46, Structure 2 
JhEv-46, Structure 4 
JhEv-46, Structure 5 
JhEv-46, Structure 5 
JhEv-46, Structure 5 
JhEv-46, Structure 5 

JhEv-46, General view 
JhEv-46, Structure 1, test-pit 
JhEv-46, Structure 1, test-pit 

Orient. 
W 
W 
W 
N 
W 

NW 
NE 
S 
N 
N 
N 
N 

W 
NNW 

W 
W 
E 
N 
S 

NNW 
SSE 
E 

Date 
11/08/97 
11/08/97 
11/08/97 
15/06/97 
15/06/97 
15/06/97 
15/06/97 
15/06/97 
i 5/06/97 
16/08/97 
16/08/97 
16/08/97 



Roll 
C9701A-3 
C9701A-3 
C9701A-3 
C9701A-3 
C9701A-3 
C9701A-3 
C9701A-3 
C9701A-3 
C9701A-3 
C9701A-3 
C9701A-3 
C9701A-3 
C9701A-3 
C9701A-3 
C9701A-3 
C9701A-3 
C9701A-3 
C9701A-3 
C9701A-3 

Nega. # 
19 
20 
2 1 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 

Subject 
JhEv-48, Flake concentration 
JhEv-48, Flake concentration 
JhEv-48, Flake concentration 

JhEv-48, Flake concentration general view 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation 

JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation (mid-passage) 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation (with scaie) 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation (with scaie) 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation (with scale) 

JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation (mid-passage) 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation 

JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation (east lobe) 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation (west lobe) 
JhEv-44, Structute 5, after excavation (west lobe) 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation (east lobe) 

Tommy Weetaluktuk at work 
Ussualuk 

JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation 

JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation (hearth) 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation (hearth) 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation (hearth) 

JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation (entrance) 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation (entrance) 

JhEv-44, Structure 11 
JhEv-44, Structure 11 
JhEv-44, Structure 11 
JhEv-44, Structure 11 

Orient. 
SSW 
SSE 
SSE 
NW 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
S 
S 
W 
W 
N 
N 
S 
S 
- 
- 

E 
E 
E 
S 
W 
W 
E 

NNE 
W 
E 

SSE 

Date 
19/08/97 
19108197 
19/08/97 
19108197 
19108197 
19108197 
19108197 
19/08/97 
'1 9108197 
19108197 
19108197 
19108197 
19108197 
19/08/97 
19/08/97 
19108197 
19108197 
19/08/97 
19/08/97 



Roll 
C9701A-4 
C9701A-4 
C9701A-4 
C9701A-4 
C9701A-4 
C9701A-4 
C9701A-4 
C9701A-4 
C9701A-4 
C9701A-4 
C9701A-4 
C9701A-4 
C9701A-4 
C9701A-4 
C9701A-4 
C9701A-4 
C9701A-4 
C9701A-4 
C9701A-4 
C9701A-4 
C9701A-4 
C9701A-4 
C9701A-4 
C9701A-4 
C9701A-4 

Nega. # 
12 

Subject 
JhEv-44, Stmcture 5, after excavation (hearth) 
JhEv-44, Stmcture 5, after excavation (hearth) 
JhEv-44, Stmcture 5, after excavation (hearth) 

JhEv-46, General view 
JhEv-36, General view 
JhEv-45, General view 

Tommy Weetaluktuk at work 
JhEv-44, Structure 2, after excavation 
JhEv-44, Stmcture 2, after excavation 
JhEv-44, Stmcture 2, after excavation 
JhEv-44, Structure 2, after excavation 
JhEv-44, Stmcture 2, after excavation 
JhEv-37, General view (south portion) 

JhEv-44, Stmcture 5, after excavation (hearth) 
JhEv-44, Stmcture 5, after excavation (hearth) 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation (hearth) 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation (hearth) 

JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation 
JhEv-44, Stmcture 5, after excavation 
JhEv-44, Stmcture 5, after excavation 
JhEv-44, Stmcture 5, after excavation 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation 

JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation (mid-passage) 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, after excavation (mid-passage) 

JhEv-44, Structure 2, after excavation 
JhEv-44, Structure 2, after excavation 

Orient. 
W 
S 
N 
W 

NW 
NNW 

Date 
20/08/97 
20/08/97 
20/08/97 
20/08/97 
20/08/97 
20/08/97 
20/08/97 
20/08/97 
20/08/97 
20/08/97 
20/08/97 
20/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 



Roll 
C9701A-5 
C9701A-5 
C9701A-5 
C9701A-5 
C9701A-5 
C9701A-5 
C9701A-5 
C9701A-5 
C9701A-5 
C9701A-5 
C9701A-5 
C970 1A-5 
C9701A-5 
C9701A-5 
C9701A-5 
C9701A-5 
C9701A-5 
C9701A-5 
C9701A-5 
C9701A-5 
C9701A-5 
C9701A-5 
C9701A-5 
C9701A-5 
C9701A-5 

Nega. # 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
2 1 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

Subject 
JhEv-44, Structure 2, after excavation 
JhEv-44, Structure 2, after excavation 

JhEv-46, Structure 1, test-pit 
JhEv-46, Structure 1, test-pit 

JhEv-46, Structure 5, test-pit, NE 
JhEv-46, Structure 5, test-pit, profile 

JhEv-46, Structure 5, test-pit, SW 
JhEv-46, Structure 5, test-pit 
JhEv-46, Structure 5, test-pit 

JhEv-46, Structure 6 
JhEv-46, Structure 6 
JhEv-49, Structure 1 
JhEv-49, Structure 2 
JhEv-49, Structure 3 
JhEv-49, Structure 4 
JhEv-49, Structure 5 
JhEv-49, Structure 6 
JhEv-49, Pot prefonn 

JhEv-49, Structure 7, preform in the background 
JhEv-49, Structure 10 
JhEv-49, Structure 11 

JhEv-49, Ovemiew, West portion 
JhEv-49, Ovewiew, east portion 

JhEv-49, Overview, south portion 
JhEv-49, Ovewiew, north portion 

Orient. 
W 
S 
E 
S 
W 
W 
E 
N 
S 

NW 
SE 

NNE 
NNE 

S 
N 

SSE 
NNW 

E 
N 

SSE 
N 
W 

NNE 
W 

WSW 

Date 
21108197 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
2 1/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 
21/08/97 



Roll 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 
S9701-1 

Nega. # 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
3 1 

Subject 
JhEv-3, Structure 1 
JhEv-3, Structure 1 
JhEv-3, Structure 1 
JhEv-3, Structure 1 

JhEv-3, Structure 1, Interior details 
JhEv-3, Structure 1, interior details (entrance) 
JhEv-3, Structure 1, Interior details (platfonn) 

JhEv-3, Structure 1, Interior details 
JhEv-3, Structure 1, Interior details 
JhEv-3, Structure 1, Interior details 
JhEv-3, Structure 1, Interior details 

JhEv-3, Structure 2 
JhEv-3, Structure 2 

JhEv-3, Structure 2, Interior details (entrance) 
JhEv-3, Structure 2, Interior details (entrance) 
JhEv-3, Structure 2, Interior details (rock pile) 
JhEv-3, Structure 2, Interior details (rock pile) 

JhEv-3, Structure 2, Interior details (activity area) 
JhEv-3, Structure 2, Interior details (activity area) 

JhEv-3, Structure 2, Interior details (platfom) 
JhEv-3, Structure 2, Interior details (platfonn) 

JhEv-3, Structure 2, Interior details 
JhEv-3, Structure 2, Interior details 
JhEv-3, Structure 2, Interior details 

JhEv-3, Structure 1 excavation 
JhEv-3, Structure 1 excavation 
JhEv-3, Structure 2 excavation 
JhEv-3, Structure 2 excavation 

JhEv-3, Work in progress 
JhEv-3, General view 
JhEv-3, General view 

Orient. 
NE 
NE 
SW 
S 

NE 
S W 

NNW 
S 

SSE 
E 
W 
NE 
SW 
SW 
NE 
SSE 

NNW 
NNW 
SSE 
SSE 

NNW 
W 

SSW 
NNE 
N 
W 
S W 

NNE 
NW 
W 
N 

Date 
14/07/97 
14/07/97 
14/07/97 
14/07/97 
14/07/97 
14/07/97 
14/07/97 
14/07/97 
i4107197 
14/07/97 
14/07/97 
14/07/97 
14/07/97 
14/07/97 
14/07/97 
14/07/97 
14107197 
14/07/97 
14/07/97 
14/07/97 
14/07/97 
14/07/97 
14/07/97 
14/07/97 
15/07/97 
15/07/97 
15/07/97 
15/07/97 
15/07/97 
15/07/97 
15/07/97 



Roll Nega. # 
S9701-1 32 
S9701-1 33 
S9701-1 34 
S9701-1 35 

Subject 
Camp at Assuuka 

JhEv-3, Immediate surroundings at low tide 
JhEv-3, Immediate surroundings at low tide 
JhEv-3, Immediate surroundings at low tide 

JhEv-3, Structure 2, northern quadrants 
JhEv-3, Structure 2, northern quadrants 
JhEv-3, Stmcture 2, southern quadrants 

JhEv-3, Structure 2, General view 
JhEv-3, Structure 2, General view 
JhEv-3, Structure 2, General view 

JhEv-3, Structure 1, entrance 
Bedrock stmcture just east of JhEv-3 
Bedrock stmcture just east of JhEv-3 
Bedrock structure just east of JhEv-3 

Bedrock structure just east of JhEv-3 (milky quartz vien) 
JhEv-3, Structure 1, miniature pot in situ, SE quadrant 

JhEv-3, Stmcture 1, miniature pot reversed, SE quadrant 
JhEv-3, Structure 1, al1 visible rocks in place 
JhEv-3, Structure 1, al1 visible rocks in place 
JhEv-3, Stmcture 1, al1 visible rocks in place 
JhEv-3, Structure 1, al1 visible rocks in place 
JhEv-3, Structure 1, al1 visible rocks in place 
JhEv-3, Structure 1, al1 visible rocks in place 

JhEv-3, Strncture 1, entrance passage prior to rock removal 
JhEv-3, Structure 1, entrance passage prior to rock removal 

JhEv-3, Structure 1, house interior prior to rock removal 
JhEv-3, Structure 1, house interior prior to rock removal 
JhEv-3, Stmcture 1, house interior prior to rock removal 

JhEv-3, Structure 1, possible stone lamp 

Orient. Date 
NW 15/07/97 
W 15/07/97 
W 15/07/97 
N 15/07/97 

E 16/07/97 
W 16/07/97 
E 16/07/97 
N 16/07/97 
N 16/07/97 
S 16/07/97 
W 16/07/97 

NW 18/07/97 
NW 18/07/97 
SW 18/07/97 
NW 18/07/97 

- 29/07/97 
- 29/07/97 

SW 04/08/97 
NE 04/08/97 
N 04/08/97 
S 04/08/97 

NNE 04/08/97 
W 04/08/97 
E 1 1/08/97 

NE 11/08/97 
W 13/08/97 

SSE 13/08/97 
S W 13/08/97 

- 13/08/97 



L61 LOI LI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILl 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
L6ILOILI 
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Roll Nega. # 
S9701A-1 32 
S9701A-1 33 
S9701A-1 34 
S9701A-1 35 
S9701A-1 36 
S9701A-1 37 

Subject 
JhEv-47, General view 
JhEv-47, General view 
JhEv-47, Stmcture 1 
JhEv-47, Structure 2 
JhEv-47, Feature 1 
JhEv-47, Feature 1 

JhEv-3, Overview 
JhEv-51, General view 
JhEv-5 1, Stmcture 1 
JhEv-52, Structure 1 

JhEv-52, Stmcture 1, cache 
JhEv-52, General view 

Overview of the Assuuka island 
JhEv-53, Structure 1, cache in background 

JhEv-54, Structure 1 and 2 
JhEv-55, General view 
JhEv-55, Stmcture 1 
JhEv-55, Stmcture 2 

JhEv-56, General view 
JhEv-56, General view 
JhEv-44, Stmcture 5 
JhEv-44, Structure 5 
JhEv-44, Structure 5 
JhEv-44, Structure 5 

JhEv-44, Structure 5 (mid-passage) 
JhEv-44, Structure 5 (hearth) 

JhEv-44, Structure 6 
JhEv-44, Structure 6 
JhEv-44, Structure 7 

JhEv-44, Structure 7 (rnid-passage) 

Orient. 
NNW 
NW 
NW 

NNW 
N 
W 

E 
ssw 
SE 
S 

NNE 
ENE 
ENE 
NNW 

SE 
NW 

E 
E 
N 

NW 
N 
S 
W 
E 
N 
N 

NNW 
NE 

NNW 
NNW 

Date 
17/07/97 
17/07/97 
17/07/97 
17/07/97 
17/07/97 
17/07/97 



Roll 
S9701A-2 
S9701A-2 
S9701A-2 
S9701A-2 
S9701A-2 
S9701A-2 
S9701A-2 
S9701A-2 
S9701A-2 
S9701A-2 
S9701A-2 

Nega. # 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 

Subject 
JhEv-44, Structure 7 

JhEv-44, Structure 7 (flake concentration) 
JhEv-44, Structure 7 (flake concentration) 

JhEv-44, Structure 8 
JhEv-44, Structure 8 (rnid-passage) 

JhEv-44, Structure 8 
JhEv-44, Structure 9 

JhEv-44, Structure 9 (mid-passage) 
JhEv-44, Structure 9 

JhEv-44, Structure 9 (knife on the surface) 
JhEv-44. General view 

JhEv-44, General view 
JhEv-47, General view 

JhEv-47, Feature II 
JhEv-47, Structure 3 
JhEv-47, Structure 4 
JhEv-47, Structure 5 
JhEv-47, Structure 6 

JhEv-35, General view 
JhEv-48, General view / 
JhEv-48, Structure 1 
JhEv-50, Structure 1 

JhEv-50, General view 
JhEv-49, General view 
JhEv-44, Structure 10 

JhEv-44, Structure 10 (mid-passage) 
JhEv-44, Structure 10 
JhEv-44, Structure 10 

JhEv-44, Higher terrace (structure 8 ,9  and 10) 
JhEv-44, Second terrace (structure 6 and 7) 

Orient. 
ENE 
NNW 
NNE 
NNW 
NNW 

NE 
NE 
NE 

WNW 
SW 

NNW 

S 
W 
N 
N 

NW 
SE 
N 

NNW 
W 
NE 
S W 
S 

SW 
N 
N 
W 
E 

WSW 
W 

Date 
19/07/97 
19/07/97 
19/07/97 
19/07/97 
19/07/97 
19/07/97 
19/07/97 
19/07/97 
19/07/97 
19/07/97 
19/07/97 



Roll 
S9701A-3 
S9701A-3 
S9701A-3 
S9701A-3 
S9701A-3 
S9701A-3 
S9701A-3 
S9701A-3 
S9701A-3 
S9701A-3 
S9701A-3 
S9701A-3 
S9701A-3 
S9701A-3 
S9701A-3 
S9701A-3 

Nega. # 
22 

Subject 
JhEv-44, Second terrace (structure 6 and 7) 

JhEv-44, Hummocks 
JhEv-44, Sonthwest bedrock 
JhEv-44, Structure 5, slope 

JhEv-44, NorthISouth drock (south E-W) pc JhEv-44, North/South bedrock (N-S) 
JhEv-44, d=ounding valley 

JhEv-44, Boxed hearth 
JhEv-44, Boxed hearth 
JhEv-44, Boxed hearth 
JhEv-44, North bedrock 
JhEv-44, North bedrock 

JhEv-44, West bedrock (first terrace) 
JhEv-44, First terrace 

JhEv-44, Shelter 
JhEv-44, Shelter 

JhEv-44, General view 
JhEv-37, General view 

BEGON Pointe 
JhEv-4, General view 
JgEn- 1, General view 
JgEu-3, Structure 1 
JgEu-1, Petroglyphs 
JgEu-1, Petroglyphs 

JgEu-1, Petroglyphs, general view 
JgEu-1, Petroglyphs 
JgEu-1, Petroglyphs 
JgEu-1, Petroglyphs 

JgEu- 1, Petroglyphs (small face) 
JgEu- 1, General view 

Orient. 
E 
N 

NW 
WSW 
NW 
NNE 
ENE 
WSW 
ENE 
NNW 
WNW 
WNW 

S 
S 

NNW 
NE 

NNW 
S W 
SE 
S 

SW 
SE 

NW 
NW 
W 

Date 
2 1/07/97 
21/07/97 
2 1/07/97 
2 1/07/97 
2 1/07/97 
21/07/97 
21/07/97 
21/07/97 
2 1/07/97 
2 1/07/97 
21/07/97 
21/07/97 
21/07/97 
21/07/97 
21/07/97 
2 1/07/97 



Roll 
S9701A-4 
S9701A-4 
S9701A-4 
S9701A-4 
S9701A-4 
S9701A-4 
S9701A-4 
S9701A-4 
S9701A-4 
S9701A-4 
S9701A-4 
S9701A-4 
S9701A-4 
S9701 A-4 
S9701A-4 
S9701A-4 
S9701A-4 
S9701A-4 
S9701A-4 
S9701A-4 
S9701A-4 

Nega. # 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 

Subject 
JhEu-6, Structure 1 

JhEu-6, General view 
JhEu-6, General view 
JhEu-6, General view 
JEU-7, Structure 1 
JEU-7, Structure 2 

JhEu-7, Stmcture 3 and 4 
JhEu-7, Feature 1 (doll house) 

JEU-7, General view 
JhEu-8, Stmcture 1 (foreground), Structure 2 ,3  and 4 (background) 

JhEu-8, Structure 5 
JhEv-44, Structure 5 (bone stain) 
JhEv-44, Stmcture 5 (bone stain) 

JhEv-57, Kayak stand 
JhEv-57, Kayak stand 
JhEv-57, Structure 1 

JbEv-57, Stmcture 10 (about 50 maters NE of kayak stand) 
JhEv-57, General view 

JhEv-57, General view (lower part, structure 10 in the centre) 
JhEv-58 Structure 2 

JhEv-63. Structure 7 with a cache on the rear 

JhEv-33, General view 
JhEv-33, General view 
JhEv-33, General view 
JbEv-33, General view 
JhEv-33, Structure 1 
JhEv-33, Structure 1 
JhEv-33, Structure 1 
JhEv-33, Structure 1 
JhEv-33. Structure 1 

Orient. 
NE 
E 

NE 
NNE 

W 
SSE 
NE 

ENE 
S 

NW 
W 
SW 
SW 
W 

SSE 
ENE 
SE 
SE 
E 

NW 
SE 

Date 
22/07/97 
22\07/97 
22/07/97 
22/07\97 
22/07/97 
22/07/97 
22/07/97 
22/07/97 
22/07/97 
22/07/97 
22/07/97 
25/07/97 
25\07/97 
27/07/97 
27/07/97 
27/07/97 
27/07/97 
27/07/97 
27/07/97 
27/07/97 
27/07/97 



Roll 
S9701A-5 
S9701A-5 
S9701A-5 
S9701A-5 
S9701A-5 
S9701A-5 
S9701A-5 
S9701A-5 
S9701A-5 
S9701A-5 
S9701A-5 
S9701A-5 
S9701A-5 
S9701A-5 
S9701A-5 
S9701A-5 
S9701A-5 
S9701A-5 
S9701A-5 
S9701A-5 
S9701A-5 
S9701A-5 
S9701A-5 
S9701A-5 

Nega. # 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
27 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 

Subject 
JhEv-33, Structure 1 

JhEv-33, Structure 1 (right side from the entrance) 
JhEv-33, Structure 1 (right side from the entrance) 

JhEv-33, Structure 1 (left side) 
JhEv-33, Structure 1 (left side) 

JhEv-33, Structure 1 
JhEv-33, Structure 1 
JhEv-33, Structure 2 
JhEv-33, Structure 2 
JhEv-33, Structure 2 
JhEv-33, Structure 2 
JhEv-33, Structure 3 
JhEv-33, Stmcture 3 
JhEv-33, Structure 3 
JhEv-33, Structure 3 

T.W. working 
JhEv-32 and JhEv-33 overview from JhEv-39 

JhEv-1 overview from JhEv-39 
JhEv-39, Feature 1 (north portion) 
JhEv-39, Feature 1 (south portion) 

JhEv-39, Structure 1 (mid-passage) 
JhEv-39, Structure 1 
JhEv-39, Alignment 
JhEv-39, Alignment 

JhEv-1, Petroglyphs 
JhEv- 1, Petroglyphs 
JhEv-4, Structure 1 

JhEv-4, Feature 1 and II 
JhEv-4, General view 
JhEv-4, General view 

Orient. 
N 
W 
E 
W 
E 
S 
S 

NNE 
SSW 

WNW 
ESE 

N 
S 
W 
E 
- 
E 

ESE 
NW 
NW 

E 
N 

NNE 
NNE 

- 
SW 
S W 
SE 

ESE 

Date 
30/07/97 
30/07/97 
30/07/97 
30/07/97 
30/07/97 
30/07/97 
30/07/97 
30/07/97 
30/07/97 
30/07/97 
30/07/97 
30/07/97 
30/07/97 
30/07/97 
30/07/97 
01/08/97 
02/08/97 
02/08/97 
02/08/97 
02/08/97 
02/08/97 
02/08/97 
02/08/97 
02/08/97 



Roll Nega. # 
S9701A-6 7 
S9701A-6 8 
S9701A-6 9 
S9701A-6 10 
S9701A-6 11 
S9701A-6 12 
S9701A-6 13 
S9701A-6 14 
S9701A-6 15 
S9701A-6 16 
S9701A-6 17 
S9701A-6 18 
S9701A-6 19 
S9701A-6 20 
S9701A-6 2 1 
S9701A-6 22 
S9701A-6 23 
S9701A-6 24 
S9701A-6 25 
S9701A-6 26 
S9701A-6 27 
S9701A-6 28 
S9701A-6 29 
S9701A-6 30 
S9701A-6 3 1 
S9701A-6 32 
S9701A-6 33 
S9701A-6 34 
S9701A-6 35 
S9701A-6 36 
S9701A-6 37 

Subject 
JhEv-4, General view 

JhEv-5, Structure 1 (scale on platform) 
JhEv-5, Overview 

JhEw-1, Old school 
Three recent faces 

Nuvukallak soapstone quany, destroyed 
Nuvukallak soapstone quarry, destroyed 
Nuvukallak soapstone quarry, destroyed 

JkEv-1, (plan shot) rock shelter from above 
JhEv-1, (plan shot), upper ledge, West 

JhEv-1, (plan shot), pond 1, bedrock south, bedrock RS 
JhEv-1, (plan shot), RS and bedrock 

JhEv-1, (plan shot), pond 2 and 3, bedrock south 
JhEv-1, (plan shot), upper ledge (from fallen) 

JhEv-1, (plan shot), upper ledge (fallen section) 
JhEv-1, (plan shot), upper ledge (towards east) 

JhEv-1, (plan shot), Rubble, block B, meteorite and detachment 
JhEv-1, (plan shot), Block B 

JhEv-1, (plan shot), Block B, rubble west 
Block B, bedrock SW, small soapstone block 

JhEv-1, (plan shot), Block C eastem edge 
JhEv-1, (plan shot), Block C central section 

JhEv-1, (plan shot), Block C, westem rubble, upper ledge, theodolite 
JhEv-1, (plan shot), Block C, bedrock theodolite 

JhEv-1, (plan shot),Block C (behind) 
JhEv-1, (plan shot), Block C, (partial), block B 

JhEv-1, (plan shot), Block C (west), rubble, bedrock 
JhEv-1, (plan shot), Block C (west), theodolite block 

JhEv-1, (plan shot), Block C (west), theodolite block, S and N bedrock 
JhEv-1, (plan shot), Pond 3, south and north bedrock 

JhEv-1, (plan shot), Pond 3 (west), big block and rubble 

Orient. 
ENE 
SW 

WSW 
NNW 
ENE 
NNW 
WSW 
WNW 
SSW 
NW 
W 
S 
W 

NW 
S 

SE 
SSE 

S 
SW 
S 
S 
W 
W 
Sw 
W 
SE 
S 

SE 
SE 
S 

SW 

Date 
03/08/97 
03/08/97 
03/08/97 
04/08/97 
04/08/97 
04/08/97 
04/08/97 
04/08/97 -~ 
06/08/97 
06/08/97 
06/08/97 
06/08/97 
06/08/97 i 
06/08/97 
06/08/97 j 
06/08/97 '. 
06/08/97 
06/08/97 1 

1 
06/08/97 j 
06/08/97 1 
06/08/97 1 
06/08/97 1 
06/08/97 1 
06/08/97 1 
06/08/97 1 
06/08/97 
06/08/97 i 
06/08/97 1 
06/08/97 j 
06/08/97 
06/08/97 



Roll 
P9701A-1 
P9701A-1 
P9701A-1 
P9701A-1 
P9701A-1 
P9701A-1 
P9701A-1 
P9701A-1 
P9701A-1 
P9701A-1 
P9701A-1 
P9701A-1 
P9701A-1 
P9701A-1 
P9701A-1 
P9701A-1 
P9701A-1 
P9701A-1 
P9701A-1 
P9701A-1 
P9701A-1 
P9701A-1 
P9701A-1 
P9701A-1 

Subject 
JhEv-39, Rock alignment 

JhEv-12, First rock alignment 
Qajartalik camp after a storm 

JhEv-33, Structure 1 
Nuvukallak soapstone quarry 
Nuvukallak soapstone quarry 

JhEw-1, Old school 
Jugini Site 
Jugini Site 

JhEv-1, D.A. at the rock shelter 
JhEv-1, K.R. inside the rock shelter 

JhEv- 1, D.G. and T.W. digging 
JhEv-1, D.G. and T.W. digging 
JhEv-1, D.G. and T.W. digging 

JhEv-1, Block D 
JhEv-1, General view of the western portion 

JhEv- 1, General view 
JhEv- 1, General view 

JhEv-1, D.A. filming the rock shelter 
JhEv-1, D.G. inside the rock shelter 
JhEv-1, D.G. inside the rock shelter 

JhEv-1, D.A. and D.G. at the rock shelter 
JhEv-1, D.A. and D.G. at the rock shelter 
JhEv-1, D.A. and D.G. at the rock shelter 

Orient. 
sw  
E 

NW 
W 
NE 
S 

Date 
01/08/97 
01/08/97 
01/08/97 
01/08/97 
01/08/97 
01/08/97 
01/08/97 
01/08/97 
01/08/97 
01/08/97 
01/08/97 
01/08/97 
01/08/97 
01/08/97 
01/08/97 
01/08/97 
01/08/97 
01/08/97 
01/08/97 
01/08/97 
01/08/97 
01/08/97 
01/08/97 
01/08/97 

- - 
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